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37: CHRONOBIOLOGY: THE SCIENCE & 
CASES IN CLINICAL PRACTICE
Cameron Mcdonald
77: NON-ALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER 
DISEASE: MANAGEMENT BEYOND 
WEIGHT LOSS
Helen Parker
38: ENHANCING MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
TEAMWORK THROUGH EFFECTIVE 
COMMUNICATION
Sophie Hogan, Sharon Carey
40: ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS - 
HINTS AND TIPS TO MAXIMISE THE 
OPPORTUNITIES
Angela Vivanti, Jan Hill, Michelle Palmer, 
Breanne Hosking, Larissa Evans
89: NUTRITION AND AGE-RELATED 
MACULAR DEGENERATION: PUTTING 
THE EVIDENCE INTO PRACTICE
Vicki Flood, Diana Tang, Bronwyn 
Eisenhauer
35: HELP! MY CLIENT IS PREGNANT! 5 
KEY DIETARY CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
PREGNANCY
Melanie Mcgrice
55: DIETITIANS AS PRESCRIBERS: 
WHERE ARE WE NOW, WHERE CAN WE 
GO?
Katrina Campbell, Lisa Nissen, Liza-Jane 
Mcbride
59: CELEBRATING CULTURE: ADOPTING 
A STRENGTHS-BASED APPROACH IN 
NUTRITION AND DIETETIC PRACTICE
Amanda Cole
58: EMPOWERING CHILDREN IN CLINICAL 
AND RESEARCH SETTINGS
Nicole Saxby, Robyn Littlewood, Therese 
O'Sullivan, Clare Collins, Varitha 
Kinghorn
84: NDIS: EFFECTIVE REPORT WRITING 
USING FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES
Aimee Mcleod, Shannon Butler, Renae 
Reid
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212: EXPLORING INFANT FEEDING 
PRACTICES AND INFLUENCES AMONG 
MOTHERS OF ARABIC- AND CHINESE-
SPEAKING BACKGROUNDS IN SYDNEY
Sarah Marshall
73: MAPPING CHANGES, CAPACITY, AND 
EVIDENCE-PRACTICE GAPS IN 
AUSTRALIAN MATERNAL HEALTH 
DIETETIC SERVICES
Shelley Wilkinson
331: AN EVALUATION OF DIETETIC 
SERVICE IN FUNCTIONAL DYSPEPSIA: 
COMPARISON OF LOW FODMAP DIET 
WITH STANDARD DIETETIC ADVICE
Christopher Duff
171: SUPPORTING DIETITIANS TO 
IMPLEMENT COMPLEX NUTRITION 
INTERVENTIONS: LESSONS LEARNED 
FROM THE SIMPLE PROJECT
Adrienne Young
184: ACUTE EFFECTS OF PROTEIN-RICH 
DRINKS ON ENERGY INTAKE, APPETITE, 
GASTRIC EMPTYING, BLOOD GLUCOSE 
AND PLASMA GUT HORMONE 
CONCENTRATIONS IN HEALTHY OLDER 
AND YOUNGER ADULTS
Stijn Soenen
71: IMPROVING COMPETENCY-BASED 
ASSESSMENT: AN INTERNATIONAL 
PERSPECTIVE
Rachel Bacon
180: WHAT IS THE NUTRITIONAL QUALITY
OF AUSTRALIAN SUPERMARKET OWN 
BRAND CHILLED CONVENIENCE FOODS?
Heather Farquhar
168: CLOSING THE GAP: FOOD ACCESS 
FOR INDIGENOUS ELDERS IN A CARE 
FACILITY
Rebecca Monk
69: DIFFERENTIAL IMPACT OF 
MALNUTRITION ON HEALTH OUTCOMES 
AMONG INDIGENOUS AND NON-
INDIGENOUS ADULTS ADMITTED TO 
HOSPITAL IN REGIONAL AUSTRALIA: A 
PROSPECTIVE COHORT STUDY
Natasha Morris
314: THE EFFECT ON DIETARY INTAKE OF
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF PERSONALISED 
NUTRITION SUPPORT
Megan Rollo
16:15 
346: A DIETARY ANALYSIS OF AMBULANT 
BOYS WITH DUCHENNE MUSCULAR 
DYSTROPHY IN AUSTRALIA.
Natassja Billich
122: ATTENDANCE RATES AND 
DESCRIPTORS OF OBESE WOMEN 
REFERRED TO THE DIETITIAN FOR 
INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT MANAGEMENT 
ADVICE DURING PREGNANCY.
Michelle Palmer
296: IN 2019, IS GROUP EDUCATION STILL
THE ANSWER? A 12-MONTH REVIEW OF 
A GROUP-BASED SERVICE FOR NAFLD.
Marion Vasudevan
260: IMPROVING DIETETIC REFERRALS IN
PALLIATIVE CARE PATIENTS: A PILOT 
STUDY
Caylah Batt
220: THE FEASIBILITY AND 
EFFECTIVENESS OF A DIETARY 
INTERVENTION FOR PATIENTS 
EXPERIENCING CHRONIC PAIN
Katherine Brain
112: AN EXPLORATION OF THE USE OF 
CONTRIBUTION ANALYSIS TO EVALUATE 
HEALTH SCIENCES AND HEALTH 
PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Tammie St Choi
307: MONITORING THE IMPLEMENTATION 
OF HEALTHY FOOD PROVISION POLICIES
IN NSW HEALTH FACILITIES
Tarli O'Connell
182: FOOD FORTIFICATION IN AGED 
CARE: TIME TO MAKE OUR OWN AGAIN?
Danielle Cave
123: PERCEPTIONS OF FOOD AND 
EATING BY REFUGEES FROM MYANMAR 
IN MELBOURNE
Annie-Claude Lassemillante
340: AN INVESTIGATION OF THE USERS 
OF A SMARTPHONE WEIGHT 
MANAGEMENT APP; THEIR 
CHARACTERISTICS AND APP USAGE 
BEHAVIOURS
Mattea Burello
16:30 
224: ASSESSMENT OF THE 
EFFECTIVENESS OF A COMPUTERISED 
DECISION-SUPPORT TOOL FOR HEALTH 
PROFESSIONALS FOR THE PREVENTION 
AND TREATMENT OF CHILDHOOD 
OBESITY. RESULTS FROM A 
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED STUDY.
George Moschonis
301: THE MATERNAL OUTCOMES AND 
NUTRITION TOOL - ANALYSIS OF DIETARY
BEHAVIOURS IN PREGNANT WOMEN OF 
SOUTH-EAST QUEENSLAND
Janelle Mcalpine
298: EFFECT OF MEDITERRANEAN DIET 
INTERVENTION ON ADHERENCE AND 
NUTRITIONAL ADEQUACY IN LIVER 
TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS
Aimee Jackson
305: IMPROVING SKILL UTILISATION OF 
DIETITIAN ASSISTANTS THROUGH 
DIETITIAN-LED TRAINING AND 
ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS.
James Bartholomew
111: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE 
NUTRITIONAL COMPONENTS OF 
MULTIDOMAIN LIFESTYLE 
INTERVENTIONS TO PROMOTE 
COGNITIVE FUNCTION IN OLDER PEOPLE
Morian Chau
119: BEYOND COMPETENCIES- 
CONSENSUS ON ENTRUSTABLE 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES AND 
MILESTONES FOR DIETETICS 
EDUCATION
Claire Palermo
206: STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVE OF 
AN INTEGRATED NUTRITION SERVICE 
WITHIN LARGE SCALE EVENT CATERING.
Fiona Pelly
203: CAPTURING THE PATIENT 
PERSPECTIVE: BARRIERS TO 
NUTRITIONAL INTAKE IN HOSPITAL
Elise Treleaven
183: EXPLORING THE NEED FOR 
NUTRITION AND DIETETIC SERVICES 
WITHIN AN EMERGING PRIMARY HEALTH 
CARE FACILITY IN VIETNAM
Madison Chee
114: EVOLVING THE ROLE OF THE 
ALLIED HEALTH ASSISTANT (AHA) 
NUTRITION & DIETETICS: A SINGLE SITE 
EXPERIENCE
Cameron Mclean
16:45 
134: I-PATHWAY: OPTIMISING THE 
USABILITY AND ACCEPTABILITY OF A 
CHILDHOOD OBESITY PREDICTION TOOL 
FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE
Oliver Canfell
163: SELECTED RESULTS FROM AN 
UMBRELLA REVIEW UNDERPINNING THE 
IMPORTANCE OF THE PRECONCEPTION 
AND POSTPARTUM PERIOD TO 
IMPROVED MOTHER AND INFANT 
HEALTH OUTCOMES.
Cheryl Watterson
269: LIVER TRANSPLANT RECIPIENT'S 
EXPERIENCES AND PERSPECTIVE OF A 
TELEHEALTH LIFESTYLE INTERVENTION: 
A QUALITATIVE STUDY
Amandine Barnett
316: PREPARE FOR CHANGE: A 
STATEWIDE ALLIED HEALTH 
WORKFORCE SURVEY
Julie Hulcombe
363: SUPPLEMENTS AND 
OSTEOARTHRITIS, WHAT DOES THE 
EVIDENCE SAY? UPDATING THE 
PRACTICE-BASED EVIDENCE IN 
NUTRITION RECOMMENDATIONS.
Natalie Stapleton
210: A CONCEPT APPROACH TO 
EDUCATION IN NUTRITION AND 
DIETETICS
Judith Tweedie
217: MAPPING ACCESS TO CORE FOODS 
IN A RURAL SETTING: DIETITIANS USING 
VISUAL TECHNIQUES TO RAISE 
AWARENESS FOR SERVICE PLANNING
Ellen Payne
280: IMPLEMENTING A VIDEO TRAINING 
SERIES WITH HOSPITAL FOOD SERVICE 
STAFF: EVALUATION OF ITS 
EFFECTIVENESS
Susan Tench
236: EYE CATCHING: CREATING 
MULTIMEDIA NUTRITION RESOURCES 
FOR EMERGING COMMUNITIES
Kelly Boorer
209: TEMPORAL EATING PATTERNS AND 
FOOD GROUP INTAKE OF ADULTS 
ENROLLED IN A WEIGHT LOSS 
INTERVENTION: TARGETING NUTRITION 
MESSAGES
Abbie Reilly
17:00 
265: DIETARY MANAGEMENT OF 
PAEDIATRIC OVERWEIGHT AND 
OBESITY: A SCOPING REVIEW OF 
TREATMENT GUIDELINES
Kim Alman
191: ADVERTISING ANTENATAL HEALTHY 
LIFESTYLE TELEPHONE COACHING 
SERVICE THROUGH DIRECT TEXT 
MESSAGING INCREASES SELF-
REFERRAL AND OVERALL SERVICE 
ACCESS
Susie De Jersey
150: EVALUATING FERMENTATION 
CHARACTERISTICS OF FIBRE USING AN 
IN VITRO FERMENTATION MODEL
Daniel So
347: EXPLORING THE BARRIERS TO 
ORAL INTAKE USING THE VALIDATED 
PMNCS IN SURGICAL HOSPITAL 
PATIENTS, A FEASIBILITY STUDY.
Rozanne Kruger
348: EFFICACY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF 
MNA-SHORT FORM FOR NUTRITION RISK 
SCREENING IN A REGIONAL TRANSITION 
CARE PROGRAM
Andrea Parker
198: DEVELOPING RESEARCH SKILLS IN 
NUTRITION STUDENTS: EXPLORING 
NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
INTEGRATED CURRICULA
Elizabeth Neale
310: DINING OUT WITH CHILDREN AT 
NON-FAST FOOD VENUES AND CHILD-
SPECIFIC MENUS: A SURVEY OF 
PARENTS
Li Kheng Chai
181: TAKING THE CBORD MOBILE INTAKE 
ROAD: IMPROVING NUTRITIONAL INTAKE 
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Sara Smilevska
294: CULTURAL ADAPTATION OF THE 
GO4FUN PROGRAM FOR ABORIGINAL 
FAMILIES
Christine Innes-Hughes
319: THE COOKED MODEL FOR 
PLANNING, IMPLEMENTING AND 
EVALUATING DOMESTIC COOKING 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Clare Collins
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293: LOW-CARBOHYDRATE 
INTERVENTIONS FOR THE TREATMENT 
OF PAEDIATRIC OBESITY: A REVIEW AND 
DIETARY MODELLING
Maddison Thomas
237: VITAMIN B12 INTAKE OF WOMEN OF 
REPRODUCTIVE AGE IN AUSTRALIA: IS 
THERE A CAUSE FOR CONCERN?
Amanda Benham
232: THE EFFECT OF DIETARY 
INTERVENTION, WITH OR WITHOUT CO-
INTERVENTIONS, ON INFLAMMATORY 
MARKERS IN PATIENTS WITH NON-
ALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER DISEASE: A 
SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW
Anjana Reddy
201: OESOPHAGECTOMY - A HARD ACT 
TO SWALLOW!
Bronwyn Bartholomew
245: NEUROMYELITIS OPTICA AND 
NUTRITION: A CASE STUDY
Yvonne Coleman
311: EITHER “WE EAT OUR YOUNG” OR 
“WE’RE TOO NICE”: DISSONANCE OR 
THE MIDDLE GROUND FOR DIETETICS 
PROFESSIONALISM EDUCATION?
Janeane Dart
208: WHAT ARE KIDS EATING 
AFTERSCHOOL? A CROSS-SECTIONAL 
EXAMINATION OF THE HEALTHY EATING 
ENVIRONMENTS WITHIN AFTERSCHOOL 
PROGRAMS IN NSW, AUSTRALIA.
Ruth Crowe
262: EATING GREEN? A CROSS 
SECTIONAL STUDY OF WASTE, ITS COST 
AND WASTE DISPOSAL PRACTICES IN 
HOSPITAL FOODSERVICES
Jorja Collins
121: PREVALENCE AND PREDICTORS OF 
VITAMIN D DEFICIENCY IN AFRICAN 
IMMIGRANTS LIVING IN AUSTRALIA
Kahlea Tanisha Horton-French
105: IMPLEMENTING PROTECTED 
MEALTIMES IN HOSPITAL: STAFFS' 
ATTITUDES AND EXPERIENCES OF 
CHANGE IN NUTRITION CARE
Ella Ottrey
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47: GET YOUR MESSAGE HEARD! 
WRITING AND POSTING TO REACH 
YOUR AUDIENCE.
Sally Moloney, Apd
15: BE THE EXPERT IN THEIR EMAIL
Kate Agnew, Maree Ferguson
39: SETTING PRIORITIES FOR DIETETICS 
UNIVERSITY CURRICULA RESEARCH.
Claire Palermo, Lauren Wiliams, Susan 
Ash
34: DIETARTY PRACTICE; USING ART 
AND CREATIVITY TO ENHANCE DIETETIC
CARE
Michelle Livy
91: THE CHANGING NATURE OF AGED 
CARE – FUNDING, FUTURE AND FOOD!
Annette Byron
61: FOOD ALLERGY UPDATE – PUTTING 
CURRENT EVIDENCE INTO PRACTICE.
Ingrid Roche, Merryn Netting, Vicki 
Mcwilliam
53: BEST PRACTICE FOOD AND 
NUTRITION IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
EDUCATION AND CARE - 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR DIETITIANS
Penny Love, Rebecca Byrne, Ros 
Sambal, Kaylah Schroeter
42: SCOPING NEW HORIZONS: WHERE 
COULD A CAREER SHIFT TAKE YOU?
Glenn Cardwell
63: ENRICHING CLIENT OUTCOMES IN 
MENTAL HEALTH (2): LOOKING BEYOND 
YOUR CURRENT PRACTICE!
Josephine Pizzinga, Apd
83: A 101 GUIDE TO COLLABORATE, 
RESEARCH AND PUBLISH
Ekavi Georgousopoulou
12:45  
Mental Health Public Health Other Pecha Kucha Renal Education Nutrition Support Oncology Weight Management in clinical settings Workshop/Seminar
267: FACTORS IMPACTING THE PATIENT 
EXPERIENCE: A DELPHI SURVEY OF 
EXPERT PRIMARY CARE DIETITIANS
Amy Kirkegaard
13:53 
14:00 
14:01 
132: SOLUTIONS TO MALNUTRITION IN 
THE AGED-ACHIEVING SUSTAINABLE 
HIGH PROTEIN NUTRITION FOR 
RESIDENTS IN AGED CARE HOMES
Cathy Thesing
14:09 
14:15 
14:17 
329: IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
OF DIETETIC WORKING PARTIES AT 
SUNSHINE COAST UNIVERSITY 
HOSPITAL
Catherine Beckton
14:25 
14:30 
14:45  
15:15  Paediatric Public Health Private Practice / Eating Disorders Pecha Kucha Malnutrition Education Nutrition Informatics Health Management Food Workshop/Seminar
15:15 
80: USE OF A RENAL DIET QUESTION 
PROMPT SHEET INCREASES THE 
PATIENT CENTEREDNESS OF RENAL 
DIETITIAN OUTPATIENT CONSULTATIONS
Kelly Lambert
15:23 
15:30 
15:31 
70: A COMPARISON OF TWO 
MALNUTRITION SCREENING TOOLS IN 
ACUTE MEDICAL INPATIENTS AND 
VALIDATION OF A SCREENING TOOL 
AMONG ADULT INDIGENOUS 
AUSTRALIAN PATIENTS
Natasha Morris
15:39 
15:45 
15:47 
94: VLED ON WEIGHT LOSS AND TYPE 2 
DIABETES OUTCOMES: THE AUSTRALIAN
CONTEXT
Flavia Fayet-Moore
15:55 
18:00-
20:00  
13:45  
Afternoon Tea
16:00
CONFERENCE DINNER
Poolside, The Marriott Hotel 
07:00-
08:15
Arena 1B
8:30
Workshops and Seminars Session
Lunch
Morning Tea
10:00 
273: ARE PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTRESS 
AND RESILIENCE ASSOCIATED WITH 
EATING BEHAVIOURS AMONG 
AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS?
Amanda Patterson, Apd
299: GO4FUN ONLINE - IMPROVING 
PROGRAM REACH AND MAINTAINING 
PARTICIPANT SUCCESS
Christine Innes-Hughes
193: WEIGHT STATUS IS ASSOCIATED 
WITH PERIPHERAL LEVELS OF 
OXYTOCIN IN HEALTHY WOMEN: A 
PILOT STUDY
Skinner Janelle
95: GROUP EDUCATION TO REDUCE 
SODIUM INTAKE IS ACCEPTABLE AND 
EFFECTIVE FOR PATIENTS WITH 
CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE
Hilary Powlesland
158: AN ONLINE SERIOUS GAME 
IMPROVES CLINICAL REASONING SKILLS
OF DIETETIC STUDENTS
Hattie Wright
7: DEFINING AND QUANTIFYING 
PREVENTABLE AND NON-PREVENTABLE 
HOSPITAL-ACQUIRED MALNUTRITION
Sharon Carey
MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER
MATT GOLINSKI
HOW DIETITIANS ARE INVOLVED IN MENTAL HEALTH 
JANICE PLAIN
RESEARCH ON FOOD ADDICTION 
DR TRACEY BURROWS
RESEARCH INTO FOOD AND MENTAL HEALTH RELATIONSHIPS 
PROF FELICE JACKA
PANEL DISCUSSION
JANICE PLAIN, DR TRACY BURROWS AND PROF FELICE JACKA
Mental Health Plenary
230: EVALUATING THE FUNCTION AND 
SATISFACTION OF A CANCER-SPECIFIC 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY PEG CLINIC
Belinda Steer
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149: DIETITIAN-LED PRE-SURGICAL 
VERY LOW-CALORIE-DIET 
INTERVENTION CAN ASSIST OBESE 
PATIENTS TO ACHIEVE TARGET WEIGHT
FOR ELECTIVE SURGERY
Sally Griffin
54: HOW TO TRANSLATE RESEARCH 
INTO PRACTICE TO GENERATE CHANGE 
IN HEALTHCARE SETTINGS.
Katrina Campbell, Ingrid Hickman, 
Adrienne Young, Shelley Wilkinson
336: CONSUMER PERSPECTIVES OF A 
HEALTHIER DRINKS INITIATIVE AT A 
FORENSIC MENTAL HEALTH FACILITY
Andrea Henning Cruickshank
222: HEALTHY LIVING PROGRAM: 
IMPROVING THE DIETARY BEHAVIOURS 
OF PEOPLE WITH SEVERE MENTAL 
ILLNESS
Hannah Olufson
146: NAVIGATING THE SNACK BAR 
AISLE: AN AUDIT OF GRAIN-BASED BARS
IN AUSTRALIAN SUPERMARKETS
Felicity Curtain
325: A PILOT STUDY OF FEASIBILITY 
AND COMPLIANCE OF DIET 
INTERVENTION AMONG PEOPLE WITH 
MOTOR NEURONE DISEASE
Rachael Hammond
255: ASSOCIATION OF HEALTHY 
DIETARY PATTERN WITH INCIDENT CKD: 
A META-ANALYSIS
Katrina Bach
251: INFLUENCES ON THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF DIETITIAN CLINICAL 
DECISION MAKING: A QUALITATIVE 
STUDY
Ruth Vo
97: A DIETETIC MODEL OF CARE FOR 
PATIENTS REQUIRING NUTRITION 
SUPPORT DURING ADMISSION 
FOLLOWING A STROKE
Claire Porter
261: EXPLORING NUTRITION 
KNOWLEDGE, PRACTICE AND 
EDUCATION NEEDS IN REGARDS TO 
CANCER MALNUTRITION IN THE 
PRIMARY CARE AND COMMUNITY 
SECTOR
Jane Stewart
284: DO OLDER AUSTRALIAN ADULTS 
WITH KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS MEET 
NATIONAL DIETARY GUIDELINES?
Emily Webb
320: DEVELOPMENT AND 
IMPLEMENTATION OF A NOVEL 
DIETETICS GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE 
IN A NEW TERTIARY FACILITY
Kylie Clavarino
272: DIETING AND MENTAL HEALTH: 
COMPARING THE IMPACT OF NUTRITION
EDUCATION ALONE AND DIETARY 
PRESCRIPTION ON PSYCHOSOCIAL 
WELLBEING IN YOUNG PEOPLE WITH 
OVERWEIGHT/OBESITY
Megan Gow
161: THE NUTRITIONAL COMPOSITION 
OF CHILDREN’S PACKED LUNCHES IN 
AUSTRALIAN CENTRE BASED 
CHILDCARE.
Nicole Pond
127: DEVELOPMENT OF A CHOLINE 
DATABASE TO ESTIMATE AUSTRALIAN 
POPULATION INTAKES
Yasmine Probst
337: DEVELOPMENT OF AN EVIDENCE-
BASED DIETETIC SERVICE FOR 
HAEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS USING AN 
IMPLEMENTATION SCIENCE APPROACH
Hannah Mackay
362: A COMPARISON OF ONLINE VS 
FACE-TO-FACE NUTRITION CARE 
PROCESS (NCP) EDUCATION
Varitha Kinghorn
110: A STROKE NUTRITION AND 
HYDRATION PATHWAY ENHANCES 
ENTERAL NUTRITION OUTCOMES
Rainbow Lai
263: EFFECT OF MALNUTRITION ON 
CLINICAL OUTCOMES POST 
ALLOGENEIC STEM CELL 
TRANSPLANTATION
Madison Jefferis
155: A PRE- OPERATIVE VERY LOW 
CALORIE DIET PROGRAM FOR GENERAL 
ELECTIVE SURGERY PATIENTS: 
OUTCOMES OF A FEASIBILITY RCT 
STUDY
Greta Hollis
264: "IT LOOKS LIKE MASHED UP SPEW" 
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF NURSE'S 
ATTITUDES AND PERSPECTIVES OF 
TEXTURE MODIFIED DIETS.
Alexandra Lindeberg
350: AN INNOVATIVE SELF-CATERING 
FOOD SERVICE MODEL IN A MENTAL 
HEALTH REHABILITATION SETTING
Janna Lutze
241: DISSEMINATING LUNCHBOX 
MESSAGES TO PARENTS THROUGH 
MOBILE APPS: EXAMINING FEASIBILITY 
AND ACCEPTABILITY
Renee Reynolds
357: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
DIETARY INTAKE AND SLEEP IN ELITE 
AUSTRALIAN FOOTBALL PLAYERS
Dominique Condo
233: THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN 
URINARY SODIUM/ CALCIUM AND BONE 
MINERAL DENSITY IN YOUNG WOMEN IN 
AUSTRALIA
Yee Ling Fung
283: KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF A 
DIETETICS HUMAN-PATIENT 
SIMULATION; CAN WE LEARN FROM THE 
NURSING PROFESSION?
Marie-Claire O'Shea
285: PREVALENCE OF MALNUTRITION
AND POOR FOOD INTAKE AND THEIR 
ASSOCIATION WITH HEALTH-RELATED 
OUTCOMES IN OLDER ADULTS IN INDIAN
HOSPITALS
Charlene Matthews
349: ARE NUTRITIONAL ISSUES (POOR 
FOOD INTAKE AND MALNUTRITION RISK)
COMMON AND ASSOCIATED WITH 
HEALTH-RELATED OUTCOMES IN 
ONCOLOGY PATIENTS ADMITTED IN 
INDIAN ACUTE-CARE HOSPITALS?
364: IMPLEMENTING BEST PRACTICE 
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT IN ROUTINE 
CLINICAL CARE USING THE KNOWLEDGE
TO ACTION CYCLE
Chloe Jobber
141: CORE FOOD VARIETY, BODY 
APPRECIATION, INTUITIVE EATING AND 
SELF-COMPASSION IN DIETING AND NON
DIETING AUSTRALIAN ADULTS.
Fiona Willer
175: TRANSLATING MEDITERRANEAN 
DIET RESEARCH IN A RESTAURANT 
PARADIGM: A MADE ESTABLISHMENT 
AND LA TROBE UNIVERSITY CO-
CREATED RESEARCH PROGRAM
Jane Willcox
54: HOW TO TRANSLATE RESEARCH 
INTO PRACTICE TO GENERATE CHANGE 
IN HEALTHCARE SETTINGS (CONTINUED)
Katrina Campbell, Ingrid Hickman, 
Adrienne Young, Shelley Wilkinson
185: INNOVATIVE METHODS ENHANCE 
CONFIDENCE AND COMPETENCE OF 
DIETITIANS TO DELIVER DIETETIC 
INTERVENTIONS FOR EATING 
DISORDERS
Amanda Davis
291: GENDER DIFFERENCES IN FRUIT 
AND VEGETABLE INTAKES AND 
CHANGES IN BODY COMPOSITION
Erin Clarke
138: AGE OF INTRODUCTION OF 
COMPLEMENTARY FOODS IS 
ASSOCIATED WITH MATERNAL 
COUNTRY OF BIRTH
Ching Tin Lam
295: FEASIBILITY OF THE AUSMED DIET 
PROGRAM: TRANSLATING THE 
MEDITERRANEAN DIET FOR OLDER 
AUSTRALIANS.
Karly Zacharia
327: OUTCOMES OF A GREY 
LITERATURE SCOPING SEARCH FOR 
NUTRITION EDUCATION COOKING 
INTERVENTIONS
Isabella Maugeri
356: INTEGRATED PLACEMENTS: AN 
ALTERNATIVE TO THE TRADITIONAL 
PLACEMENT MODEL
Narelle Greenlees
223: THE TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTANCE 
MODEL: A QUALITATIVE EXPLORATION 
INTO HOW ALLIED HEALTH 
PRACTITIONERS USE TECHNOLOGY IN 
HEALTHCARE PRACTICE
Nicholas Needs
330: NUTRITION INFORMATION 
PROVISION AND KNOWLEDGE GAPS IN 
THE PRIMARY CARE SETTING.
Sharon Woods
170: HUMAN RIGHTS START WITH 
BREAKFAST.
Fabienne Byrne
148: DETERMINANTS OF COMPLIANCE 
WITH COMPLEMENTARY FEEDING 
INDICATORS AMONGST A COHORT OF 
AUSTRALIAN TODDLERS
Claire Coxon
165: EVALUATING PATIENT REPORTED 
OUTCOMES TO DIETETIC 
INTERVENTIONS WITHIN COMMUNITY 
HEALTH SERVICES IN VICTORIA
Kathryn Toohey
226: IMPACT OF TRAINING AND 
INTEGRATION OF APPS ON THE SELF-
EFFICACY OF PRIVATE PRACTICE 
DIETITIANS WITH USING MOBILE HEALTH
APPS
Juliana Chen
360: SYSTEMATISED, 
INTERDISCIPLINARY MALNUTRITION 
PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION AND 
EVALUATION (SIMPLE) DELIVERS 
SUPERIOR MALNUTRITION CARE IN 
HOSPITALS WITHOUT INCREASED 
DIETETIC RESOURCES
Jack Bell
126: A REFLECTIVE POST PLACEMENT 
DEBRIEF CAN ASSIST THE LEARNING 
NEEDS OF STUDENT DIETITIANS
Lynda Ross
104: IMPROVING IDENTIFICATION, 
DIAGNOSIS AND CODING OF 
MALNUTRITION: PHASE 2 - AN 
ELECTRONIC MALNUTRITION 
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
Kirsty Maunder
31: INCIDENCE OF MALNUTRITION POST-
DISCHARGE TO 12 MONTHS IN 
MODERATE TO LATE PRETERM INFANTS
ADMITTED TO SPECIAL CARE NURSERY 
(SCN).
Julie Leake
162: OPPORTUNISTIC HEALTH 
SCREENING FOR FESTIVAL GOERS: A 
STIMULUS FOR HEALTH IMPROVEMENTS
Kelly Squires
247: DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION 
OF A SCREENING TOOL FOR 
UNDERNUTRITION AND 
FEEDING/SWALLOWING DIFFICULTIES IN
CHILDREN WITH CEREBRAL PALSY
Kristie Bell
18: TELEHEALTH IMPROVES QUALITY OF 
LIFE AND PROTEIN INTAKE IN 
MALNOURISHED OLDER ADULTS: A 
META-ANALYSIS
Elizabeth Isenring
125: RESILIENCE AND STRESS 
MANAGEMENT TRAINING CAN HELP 
PREPARE STUDENT DIETITIANS FOR THE
CHALLENGE OF PROFESSIONAL 
PLACEMENT
Emily Williams
99: TIME REQUIRED TO SUCCESSFULLY 
IMPLEMENT AND OPTIMISE ELECTRONIC
MEDICAL RECORD (EMR) SYSTEMS BY 
A DIETETIC DEPARTMENT
Angela Vivanti
135: ONLINE VIDEO INSTRUCTION ON 
HAND EXPRESSION OF COLOSTRUM IN 
PREGNANCY IS AN EFFECTIVE 
EDUCATIONAL TOOL
Therese O'Sullivan
292: TUBE FEED WEANING: CONNECTING
TO DISCONNECT
Marina Keating
279: UNDERSTANDING INFLUENCES ON 
AUSTRALIAN CHILDREN AND 
ADOLESCENTS DISCRETIONARY 
CHOICES INTAKE AND DIET QUALITY ON 
WEEKEND DAYS: A SECONDARY 
ANALYSIS OF THE NATIONAL NUTRITION 
AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY SURVEY 2011-
12
Dimity Dutch
253: DIETITIANS LEADING CHANGE TO 
IMPROVE TEAMWORK AND CARE OF 
PATIENTS ADMITTED WITH MEDICALLY 
UNSTABLE EATING DISORDERS
Clare Cutmore
277: POLARISED PERCEPTIONS AROUND
CONFIDENCE OF ASSISTANT 
DELEGATION FOR MALNUTRITION 
DIAGNOSIS - FINDINGS OF A MULTISITE 
SURVEY
Alita Rushton
128: BETTER THAN EXPECTED - RURAL 
PLACEMENTS OFFERING DIVERSITY OF 
PRACTICE FOR DIETETIC STUDENTS
Leanne Brown
153: USING TECHNOLOGY TO ENGAGE 
HOSPITAL PATIENTS IN THEIR 
NUTRITION CARE: DEVELOPING AND 
PILOTING THE NUTRI-TEC 
INTERVENTION
Shelley Roberts
231: BRINGINING UK DAFNE PUMP 
PROGRAM TO AUSTRALIA
Lauren Bais
179: THE PAEDIATRIC NUTRITION 
RESCREENING TOOL: A SIMPLE 
NUTRITION SCREENING TOOL TO 
IDENTIFY NUTRITIONAL DETERIORATION
IN LONG STAY PAEDIATRIC IN PATIENTS
Melinda White
204: MENTORSHIP PROGRAM: BUILDING 
HEALTH CHAMPIONS' CAPACITY TO 
IMPLEMENT GOVERNMENT NUTRITION 
GUIDELINES
Amy Wakem
297: THE ROLE OF DIETICIANS IN 
PROMOTING ORAL HEALTH AMONG 
PEOPLE WITH EATING DISORDERS: A 
SCOPING REVIEW
Tiffany Patterson-Norrie
133: MALNUTRITION IN INDIGENOUS 
DIALYSIS PATIENTS: HOW COMMON IS 
IT AND HOW USEFUL IS THE PG-SGA ?
Kelly Lambert
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10:45 
312: HEALTHY KIDS HEALTHY FAMILIES 
PROGRAM: TACKLING OVERWEIGHT 
AND OBESITY IN MAORI AND PACIFIC 
ISLANDER POPULATIONS ACROSS 
QUEENSLAND
Jessica Hardt
120: SUPPORT FOR GOVERNMENT 
INTERVENTION TO PREVENT OBESITY 
IN CHILDHOOD AMONG MOTHERS IN 
NEW SOUTH WALES
Emma Esdaile
339: EFFECT OF LIFESTYLE 
INTERVENTION USING MOBILE 
APPLICATION ON DIET QUALITY AND 
WEIGHT LOSS IN PRE-DIABETES
Jolyn Johal
244: MOTHER DIGITAL SOLUTION: A 
PILOT STUDY OF A SMARTPHONE APP 
AND INTERNET-BASED INTERACTIVE 
SYSTEM TO SUPPORT THE 
MANAGEMENT OF WOMEN WITH 
GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS
Naomi Scolari
151: INDIVIDUALISED VS TAILORED 
APPROACHES TO IDENTIFY DIETARY 
TARGETS FOR A LARGE SCALE 
NUTRITION FEEDBACK INTERVENTION: 
WHICH USER CHARACTERISTICS 
SHOULD WE TAILOR ON?
Joyce Haddad, Apd
57: GIVING STUDENTS A 'NUDGE' 
TOWARDS ENHANCED EMPLOYABILITY:
THE NUTRITION & DIETETICS 
GRADUATE EMPLOYABILITY (NUDGE) 
INITIATIVE
Lana Mitchell
345: EFFECTIVENESS OF BEHAVIOUR 
CHANGE TECHNIQUES USED IN 
NUTRITION INTERVENTIONS IN YOUNG 
ADULTS: SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND 
META-ANALYSIS OF RANDOMISED 
CONTROL TRIALS
Thomas Sharkey
234: DIETARY PATTERNS AND THE RISK
OF COLORECTAL ADENOMAS
Elizabeth Johnston
19: A SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE 
REVIEW: THE EFFECT OF RESTRICTED 
DIETS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF 
FOOD ALLERGIES ON DIETARY 
ADEQUACY AND GROWTH IN THE 
PAEDIATRIC POPULATION
Vivian Au
29: REDUCING HOSPITAL 
FOODSERVICE PLATE WASTE 
THROUGH OPTIMISING MEAL ORDER 
TIMING AND PROVIDING FLEXIBILITY IN 
CHOICE.
Sally Mccray
11:00 
117: USING VIDEO AND SOCIAL MEDIA 
TO REACH AND ENGAGE WITH 
PARENTS OF CHILDREN UNDER 5
Alison Ward
215: OPTIMISATION OF AN M-HEALTH 
INTERVENTION TO IMPROVE THE 
NUTRITIONAL QUALITY OF SCHOOL 
LUNCHBOXES
Alison Brown
270: WRITING GROUP EDUCATION TO 
EMPOWER AND CREATE BEHAVIOUR 
CHANGE.
Rebecca Flavel
246: STAFF AND PARTICIPANT 
SATISFACTION WITH A DIETETIC-LED 
TELEPHONE COACHING PROGRAM TO 
SUPPORT HEALTHY GESTATIONAL 
WEIGHT GAIN
Taylor Guthrie
194: THE INFLUENCE OF SLEEP HEALTH
ON DIETARY INTAKE IN ADULTS: A 
SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF SLEEP 
INTERVENTIONS
Sasha Fenton
189: EFFECTIVENESS & PATIENT 
SATISFACTION OF STUDENT-LED 
DIETETIC CLINICS
Julia Sekula
24: NONPROFIT ORGANISATION 
CAPACITY TO IMPLEMENT COMMUNITY-
BASED PUBLIC HEALTH 
INTERVENTIONS: A LONGITUDINAL 
QUALITATIVE EXPLORATION.
Louise Van Herwerden
306: WHAT ARE THE OPTIMAL DIETARY 
STRATEGIES FOR THE MANAGEMENT 
OF CANCER-RELATED NAUSEA AND 
VOMITING IN ADULTS: A PEN GUIDELINE
UPDATE
Megan Crichton
20: CAN A HEALTHY DIET PREVENT 
DIABETES AMONG WOMEN WITH PRIOR
GESTATIONAL DIABETES? A 
SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF 
INTERVENTION AND OBSERVATIONAL 
STUDIES.
Ellie D'Arcy
27: IS MEAL ORDER TIMING AND 
FLEXIBILITY KEY TO IMPROVING 
PATIENT SATISFACTION WITH 
HOSPITAL FOODSERVICE?
Laura Barsha
11:15 
225: FOOD EXPLORERS. A MULTI-
STRATEGY APPROACH TO IMPROVING 
FAMILY MEALTIMES FOR CHILDREN 
WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES.
Kathryn Toohey
131: MAKING HEALTHY EATING THE 
NORM: SUPPORTING EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND CARE 
SERVICES TO IMPLEMENT A WHOLE-OF
SERVICE APPROACH TO HEALTHY 
EATING
Jaclyn Coffey
268: IS TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS 
GROUP EDUCATION EFFECTIVE IN A 
STUDENT-LED ENVIRONMENT?
Andrea Cawte
275: MODESTLY LOWER 
CARBOHYDRATE DIET FOR 
GESTATIONAL DIABETES: ARE THERE 
UNINTENDED AND POTENTIALLY 
ADVERSE EFFECTS ON OFFSPRING?
Jovana Mijatovic
130: HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY OF 
LIFE IMPROVES FOLLOWING 6-MONTH 
AD LIBITUM HEALTHY DIET 
INTERVENTION IN AUSTRALIAN 
PATIENTS WITH PREVIOUS ACUTE 
CORONARY SYNDROME
Hannah Mayr
229: DIETITIANS AS NUTRITION 
EDUCATORS OF HEALTH 
PROFESSIONALS
Eleanor Beck
159: ENGAGING HOSPITALS IN 
DISADVANTAGED AREAS TO 
IMPLEMENT THE HEALTHY CHOICES 
GUIDELINES
Emily Fitt
197: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
NUTRITIONAL STATUS, DIETARY INTAKE
AND RESISTANCE EXERCISE 
OUTCOMES: RESULTS FROM A PILOT 
STUDY IN PATIENTS WITH MALIGNANT 
PLEURAL DISEASE
Emily Jeffery
250: DIETING AND EATING DISORDERS: 
A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW WITH META-
ANALYSIS TO ASSESS THE IMPACT OF 
PAEDIATRIC OBESITY TREATMENT ON 
EATING DISORDER RISK
Hiba Jebeile
200: LATE MEALS VENDING MACHINE: 
AN INNOVATIVE SOLUTION TO THE 
PROBLEM OF MISSED MEALS IN 
HOSPITAL
Christine Eadeh, Margot Leeson-Smith
11:30 
271: REORIENTING THE NSW HEALTH 
SYSTEM TO BETTER MANAGE 
CHILDHOOD OBESITY
Rochelle Seabury
177: STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF HEALTHY EATING
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND OBESITY 
PREVENTION POLICIES, PRACTICES 
AND PROGRAMMES WITHIN 
CHILDCARE SERVICES.
Courtney Barnes
333: HOW EFFECTIVE IS AN INTER-
DISCIPLINARY STUDENT CLINIC IN 
ADDRESSING THE DIABETES TSUNAMI?
A REVIEW OF IMPLEMENTATION 
OUTCOMES.
Jane Musial
145: INSIGHTS INTO CULTURALLY 
TAILORED GESTATIONAL DIABETES 
MELLITUS EDUCATION: A MIXED 
METHODS STUDY COMPARING ETHNIC 
CHINESE WOMEN TO THE HOST 
POPULATION
Ching Shan (Angela) Wan, Apd
16: ADDING TELEPHONE AND TEXT 
SUPPORT TO AN OBESITY PROGRAM 
IMPROVES ADHERENCE AND CLINICAL 
OUTCOMES: A RANDOMISED 
CONTROLLED CROSS-OVER TRIAL
Emily Lewis
288: THE GRIFFITH DIETETICS 
GRADUATE OUTCOMES SURVEY: CASE 
STUDY OF TRANSITION TO 
EMPLOYMENT OF A GRADUATING 
COHORT
Alana Heafala
195: THE DEVELOPMENT AND 
VALIDATION OF A REVISED GENERAL 
NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR AN AUSTRALIAN 
AUDIENCE
Courtney Thompson
213: PERCEPTIONS OF FEEDING TUBE 
RELATED PRACTICES FOR PATIENTS 
WITH HEAD AND NECK CANCER, 
ACROSS FOUR INTERNATIONAL 
RADIATION ONCOLOGY DEPARTMENTS
Emily Hazzard
341: HOW EFFECTIVE ARE DIETITIANS 
IN WEIGHT MANAGEMENT? A 
SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND META-
ANALYSIS OF RCTS
Lauren Williams
317: WHEN ADMISSIONS IN SHORT 
STAY UNITS ARE NOT SO SHORT: 
OPPORTUNITY FOR A DIETETIC 
ASSISTANT ROLE
Michaela Hatzirodos
11:45 
139: ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN 
APPETITIVE TRAITS, DIETARY 
PATTERNS AND WEIGHT STATUS OF 
CHILDREN ATTENDING THE SCHOOL 
KIDS INTERVENTION PROGRAM.
Rati Jani
17: REVISION OF THE TIMING, CONTENT
AND RESOURCES OF EDUCATION 
SESSIONS ON INTRODUCING SOLID 
FOODS: FEEDING YOUR 6 MONTH OLD 
BABY.
Kalliope Polyronis
205: TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS 
REFERRALS TO 
DIETITIANS/NUTRITIONISTS: A CROSS-
SECTIONAL ANALYSIS OF AUSTRALIAN 
GP REGISTRARS’ CLINICAL PRACTICE
Katie Mulquiney
343: IMPLEMENTING A DIABETES IN 
PREGNANCY CLINICAL REGISTER IN 
FAR NORTH QUEENSLAND: 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND 
ASSOCIATED MODELS OF CARE 
ACTIVITIES
Kirby Murtha
76: THE CLIENT-DIETITIAN 
RELATIONSHIP IN LIFESTYLE-RELATED 
CHRONIC DISEASE MANAGEMENT: A 
QUALITATIVE EXPLORATION
Annaliese Nagy
67: DESCRIBING THE WORK 
REQUIREMENTS OF ENTRY-LEVEL 
DIETITIANS
Anna Bird
243: THE NSW GET HEALTHY 
INFORMATION AND COACHING 
SERVICE: SUPPORTING BEHAVIOUR 
CHANGE THROUGH TELEPHONE 
HEALTH COACHING
Sarah Koh
359: INTERNATIONAL NUTRITION AUDIT 
IN FOREGUT TUMOURS (INFORM): AN 
EXPLORATION OF NUTRITION CARE 
PROCESSES IN CANCER CARE 
SETTINGS
Judy Bauer
113: THE EFFECT OF NUTRITION 
THERAPIES DELIVERED INTO THE 
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT ON GUT 
MOTILITY AFTER COLORECTAL 
SURGERY - A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW 
AND META-ANALYSIS OF RANDOMISED 
CONTROLLED TRIALS
Sophie Hogan
92: WHAT DO HOSPITAL FOODSERVICE 
STAFF KNOW ABOUT MALNUTRITION?
Nga Man Leung
12:00
13:00  
13:30  
13:30 
86: ADDRESSING SUGARY DRINKS IS 
EVERYONE’S BUSINESS! WHAT 
DIETITIANS CAN DO TO PROMOTE 
HEALTHY CHOICES.
Rachel Boak, Penny Love, Ju-Lin Lee
78: PAIRING STUDENTS ON CLINICAL 
PLACEMENTS – IDEAL PLACEMENT 
MODEL OR MORE WORK?
Emily Williams, Lynda Ross, Narelle 
Greenlees, Simone Mccoy
50: CONSIDERATIONS IN NAVIGATING A 
PATIENT THROUGH CRITICAL CARE
Lina Breik
22: ADVANCED APD-GETTING IT RIGHT
Melissa Knox
68: ENHANCING GRADUATE 
EMPLOYABILITY AND THE FUTURE 
DIETETIC WORKFORCE
Lana Mitchell, Lauren Williams, Marie-
Claire O'Shea
56: DIETITIANS AND FRESH PRODUCE - 
A MATCH MADE IN HEAVEN - 
NUTRITION RESEARCH SEMINAR AND 
FOOD TOUR
Lisa Yates
87: PAEDIATRIC DISABILITY: 
FUNDAMENTALS OF ASSESSMENT AND 
INTERVENTION
Aimee Mcleod, Charity Spalding
28: EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE: 
INTRODUCTION TO THE PRACTICE-
BASED EVIDENCE IN NUTRITION (PEN) 
SYSTEM OF EVALUATING EVIDENCE 
USING GRADE
Natalie Stapleton, Judy Bauer
60: FOOD ALLERGEN MANAGEMENT IN 
FOOD SERVICE: TOWARDS BEST 
PRACTICE IN AUSTRALIAN HOSPITALS
Ingrid Roche, Maria Said
15:30-
16:30  
Food Service - Interest Group Meeting Disability - Interest Group Meeting Emerging Dietitians - Interest Group Meeting Renal - Interest Group Meeting
Dietitians Association of Australia 36th National Conference 2019 (DAA 2019)
Gold Coast Convention and Exhibition Centre
*Please note this program is current as of 15 April and is subject to change.
WEDNESDAY 14 AUGUST 2019
Arena 1B
MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER
PROF. CLAIRE COLLINS
CHILDHOOD NUTRITION
PROF JANE SCOTT
Childhood Health Plenary
08:30  
Morning Tea
Lunch
Conference Close & Awards
Workshops and Seminars Session 3
HOW MEDICAL AND DIETETICS WORK TOGETHER IN THE HEALTHCARE TEAM
DR KERRI-LYNN WEBB AND DR ROBYN LITTLEWOOD
PANEL DISCUSSION
PROF. JANE SCOTT, DR KERRI-LYNN WEBB, DR ROBYN LITTLEWOOD AND DR MELINDA WHITE
